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Weighing it up 
AT the time of going to press—to use 
that well worn phrase—a minor heat
wave is with us and hot weather hints 
are well in our minds, which we hope 
augurs well for this—our SUMMER 
NUMBER. 

We are including with this issue the 
first of a number of articles of cultural 
and general interest—an article on the 
two great Exhibitions of Art Treasures 
which for the first time are to be seen 
together in London at the National 
and Tate Galleries. This particular 
article has been produced by our art 
adviser Lucien Lowen whose drawings 
are so often to be seen in our pages. It 
is perhaps interesting to note that two 
great periodicals were evidently plan
ning a similar feature at the same time 
as we were—the Radio Times and 
Picture Post having both published 
articles recently on these two Exhibitions 
and by coincidence also took our 
choice of painting—" The land of 
Cockayne "—as their introduction. 

We are not dismayed at perhaps having 
our thunder stolen, but rather encour
aged that two such popular periodicals 
should think as we do, that there is an 
awakening of interest in the appreciation 
of works of art—the large number of 
people who have seen these Exhibitions 
bears witness to this fact. Secondly, 

we are somewhat flattered that our 
choice of painting, without foreknow
ledge, should have coincided with theirs. 

Bearing in mind that this is our 
Summer number, we have somewhat 
let ourselves go on this occasion on 
our Women's Page. Messrs. Courtaulds 
Ltd. kindly co-operated in producing 
for us a fashion article—together with 
a number of photographs which we are 
sure will be of particular interest to a 
large section of our readers at this time 
of the year. 

As usual it is a pretty mixed bag, and 
having read it and "weighed it up", 
we hope you will let us know whether 
you think we are giving " value for • 
money " ! 
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This is the second of a series 
of articles on mechanization 
contributed by J. H. Murray 

LET us hark back to our previous 
article and remind you that the punched 
card system takes care of the three 
essentials of bookkeeping namely re
cording, grouping, and counting, by 
means of the punch for recording, the 
sorter for grouping, and the tabulator 
for listing and counting. 

In most punched card systems the 
first operation is that the operator, 
working from an original document 
such as an invoice, punches all the 
'required information into a suitable 
card. There are very few cases where 
the cards are not subsequently sorted 
and tabulated several times. In some 
jobs such as Debit Note writing, most 
of the punching is done in advance. 
We shall describe this application later. 

Some readers may wonder how we 
can be sure that the holes are punched 
in the right positions. The difficulty is 
met by a machine called a "Verifier" 
which has a keyboard identical with 
that of the punch but the mechanism 
is such that if the verifying operator 
does not depress exactly the same keys 
as the punch operator has pressed, the 
machine locks. The card is then 

extracted and a new card correctly 
punched. 

Turning to the use we make of our 
large battery of machines at Stamford 
House, we shall start with the payment 
of invoices received from suppliers of 
goods or services. 

Orthodox Manual System 
Although we still call it the Ledger 

Office they no longer keep ledgers, 
as the word is commonly interpreted. 

In most manual office systems the 
method of paying suppliers is to keep a 
ledger or a number of ledgers in which 
there is an account for each supplier. 
When invoices have been checked 
they are entered up to the credit of 
the supplier concerned, and they are 
also entered in other books to 
facilitate analysis of expenditure by 
departments or accounting headings. 
Accounts are usually paid monthly. 
Some time after the end of the month 
the ledger clerk examines each account 
and makes out a list of all the entries 
that have been made in each account 
since the previous month, taking care 
to bring forward the previous balance, 
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it' any, and to deduct items on the debit 
side of the account in respect of goods 
returned or cash paid during the period. 
This list is called a "statement" and 
from it a cheque is made out. 

Alternatively, the ledger clerk waits 
until the supplier sends in his statement, 
turns up the account in the ledger and 
checks each entry on the statement with 
the entries in the account, hoping for 
the best. If the two versions correspond, 
as they often do, he cheeks the arith
metic and passes the statement for 
payment, a cheque is made out, entered 
in the cash book, copied from there to 
the debit side of the supplier's account, 
and later may take its place on a bank 
reconciliation, if the cheque has not been 
presented by the end of the following 
period. 

Hvery time an entry is copied from 
one record to another, i.e. from the 
cash book to the ledger or from the 
invoice to the analysis journal or from 
the ledger to the statement, and every 
time addition or subtraction is done in 
any of these records, there is the risk of 
a mistake being made. To avoid mis
takes remaining undiscovered, all the 
entries have to be checked and cross
checked and the accounts "balanced" 
as it is called at the end of the financial 
period. Many firms balance only every 
six months or every year. 

What does "Balancing" mean ? The 
bulk of our purchases are for goods 
that go into the Warehouse, and taking 
this as an example, "balancing" would 
mean making sure that the total of all 
the values charged to the stock accounts 
during the period agreed with the money 
paid out by the bank during that period 
for stock, after allowing for the debts 
that were still owing to suppliers. 
This sounds simple enough but in 
practice it needs highly skilled and 
experienced clerks or accountants. It 
is a very tedious job and takes a long 
time. Most of the books shown 
registers, journals, ledgers and what 
not. now happily redundant had to 
he "balanced" every half vear. 

The Change-Over 
Now in changing from a manual 

system to a mechanised system it is 
necessary to reduce the problem to its 
simplest terms. Consider what is really 
the function of the Ledger Office in 
paying invoices. Clearly it is :— 

[a) to check the invoice ; 
(/)) to pay the supplier and tell him 

what the payment covers ; 
(c) to produce quickly and accurately 

an analysis of payments by-
Warehouse department for ex
ample, or expense heading or in 
any other groupings or categories 
required from the management 
or the accounting point of view. 

From the description of the manual 
system it will have been gathered that 
in many organisations an invoice is not 
likely to be paid in much less than a 
month from the time of receipt. Tra
ditionally, we have always paid our 
invoices as soon as they are checked, 
which is within a day or so of their 
receipt, except for some special cases 
where, at the request of the supplier, 
we save up invoices for small amounts 
until the end of the week. 

This system of prompt payment while 
robbing us to some extent of the full 
benefit of mechanisation, has an advan
tage for the purposes of this article ; 
the description of a prompt payment 
system is much easier to follow than 
that of a system where the invoices are 
accumulated and paid monthly. 

The System Mechanised 
Some of the details of the procedure 

which have done most to simplify 
speed up and give security to our results 
would, unfortunately, need very elabor
ate descriptions on paper and even then 
would be difficult to understand. To 
some members of the staff, therefore, 
who come in contact with the system in 
the cotirse of their work this article may 
seem inadequate, but it will be a clear 
enough general picture for the majority 
of our readers. Those, however, who 
wish to be informed in further detail 
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may apply for permission to see the 
system in operation when they will be 
given further verbal instruction in any 
part of the subject on which they are 
not quite clear. 

When the supplier's invoice has been 
checked and coded, i.e. the supplier's 
number and the financial account 
number have been written on a slip, 
which is gummed to the invoice above, 
the invoice is passed to the Mechanised 
Department where a card is punched. 
This card contains all the basic infor
mation which can possibly be required 
in any subsequent clerical work con
nected with the transaction. The par
ticulars punched into the card are as 
follows :— 

Date 
Department or Accounting code 
Supplier's number 
Supplier's name 

Supplier's bank number 
Invoice number 
Amount 

You will notice that one item of 
information is the supplier's bank 
number. This is necessary because for 
most of our payments we no longer pay 
by cheque but use what is called the 
"Traders Credit System" or "Bank 
Transfer System" which is being 
adopted by more and more large firms. 

As the name implies the Bank Trans
fer System involves a transfer from our 
bank account to the bank account of 
the person whom we desire to pay, and 
thus instead of writing a cheque for 
each supplier we merely write one 
cheque in favour of our bank to cover 
the total of all the sums we are asking 
them to credit to suppliers' accounts in 
their own branches and in those of 
other banks. 
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When the cards for the day's invoices 
have been punched and verified, they 
are passed through the machines to 
produce the documents illustrated. 
There is the Bank Summary which 
is the authority to the bank to 
make the transfers to the persons shown 
on the summary ; there is attached to 
the summary a Traders Credit Slip for 
each payment ; and there is the 
Remittance Advice which goes direct 
from us to the supplier so that he will 
know that the money has been paid into 
his account. 

It may not be generally known that 
the banks have a national code wherein 
each main bank has a number and each 
branch bank throughout the country 
can also be identified by a number 
which indicates by its first figure the 
particular bank, i.e. Midland, West
minster, Barclays, Lloyds, National 
Provincial, etc., the number following 
this first figure being the code number 
of the branch. If you look at a cheque 
book you will find that the cheque 
always bears two numbers, one on the 
left and one on the right. The one on 
the left is the serial number of the 
cheque and the one on the right is the 
bank code number within the national 
system. 

Freedom from Errors 
Working on the Bank Transfer 

System the punched card method shows 
up to great advantage. It will be appre
ciated that no matter how often a card 
is passed through the tabulator it will 
always cause the machine to print the 
same information and add or subtract 
the same figures, so that in making up 
the above documents by passing the 
cards through the tabulator several 
times, one has an assurance that if the 
grand total shown by the machine at 
the end of the run agrees in each of the 
passages of the card, none of the items 
has been omitted from any of the 
statements or documents (see illustration 
page 4) and all figures have been 

accurately printed and the additions 
are guaranteed. Thus, there can be no 
question of any disagreement between 
the entries shown on the advice that 
goes to the supplier or the slip which 
our bank sends to the supplier's branch 
bank through its Head Office, or the 
entry on the Bank Summary, as it is 
called, which is really our instruction 
to the bank to make the specified 
payments. We keep a carbon copy and 
file it as our Cash Book. 

Similarly, when we tabulate the cards 
at the end of the period after having 
put them through the sorter to get them 
into supplier's number order, we get, 
for reference purposes, a record of the 
payments made to each supplier during 
the period, again with the guarantee 
that the entries are correct. If any 
queries subsequently arise in the Ledger 
Office they can easily be settled by 
reference to this tabulation. If such a 
list were made up manually its accuracy 
could not be taken for granted unless it 
were laboriously checked. All we have 
to do is to make sure that the grand 
total agrees with a predetermined total 
built up in a control account over the 
period. 

The same remarks apply to our four-
weekly and annual analyses of our 
payments. The cards are sorted by 
department or account number and 
when tabulated and the grand total 
agreed with what we know it should 
be, there is no question of the accounts 
being out of balance. 

In the next article we shall see how 
the foregoing dovetails into the work 
of the Depot Stock Office. 



THE LAND OF COCKAYNE is the paradise of the idle and the glutton. Here the pig 
is already roast pork with the knife conveniently stuck into it, the houses are roofed with 
pancakes, and the egg walks towards one of the three sleepers, who are too stuffed with good 
food and too lazy to budge. This picture was painted by Pieter Bruegel the elder in 1557. 

// is now on view at the National Gallery. 

Treasures you should not miss 
People are flocking in their thousands to the National Gallery 
and the Tate, to see the two exhibitions, which are the cul
tural event of the season. This is surely a sign of the re
awakening of a genuine interest in art, and should you belong 
to those who find pleasure in looking at beautiful things, 

do not miss this unique opportunity. 

WORKS of art used to be fixtures tied 
to their locality, and you had to travel 
far and wide to admire the master
pieces of Europe. Now a great number 
of these masterpieces have been travelling 
all over Europe to you. If you are fond 
of pictures, sculptures, tapestries and 
rare and beautiful things of exquisite 
craftsmanship, you should not miss the 
two outstanding Central European ex
hibitions, now shown by the National 
and Tate Galleries respectively. Under 
the auspices of the Arts Council the 
National Gallery shows a selection of 
one hundred and twenty pictures from 
the Bavarian State Gallery, the Alte 
Pinakothek at Munich. The Tate has 

made ample room available for the 
much larger and more comprehensive 
exhibition of about two hundred pic
tures from the Vienna State Gallery 
(Kunsthistorisches Museum)—the fam
ous collection of paintings, tapestries, 
bronze-statues, arms, armour, medieval 
manuscripts, gold and silversmiths' 
work and antiques. These treasures 
were gradually assembled by the art-
loving Habsburg Dynasty throughout 
the centuries, from the end of the 
middle-ages to the beginning of the 
XlXth century and beyond, contin-
ally augmented and enriched by new 
bequests. The foundation for the art-
collection of the Alte Pinakothek in 
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Munich was laid by Duke Wilhelm IV 
of Bavaria in the XVIfh century. Be
fore and after the 30 Years' War, the 
House of Wittelsbach augmented the 
collection-(which originally contained 
mostly South-German painters), by the 
magnificent work of the Flemish mas
ters, Rubens, Van Dyck, Breughel, 
Brouwer, Steen, etc. King Ludwig I 
of Bavaria in the XlXth century, who 
combined a rare passion for art with 
real understanding for the then lesser 
known and appreciated early Netherland 
and German masters, acquired a col
lection of their religious paintings and 
thus helped to make them generally 
known. 

These artists, Pacher, Lochner, The 
so-called " Master of the Virgin's 
Life," Holbein the Elder, the charming 
Hans Baldung Grien, to mention only a 
few, are the surprise and delight of 
art-lovers in this country, where they 
have hardly been represented before. 

It is difficult to compare the merits of 
these two outstanding picture shows, 
which complete each other in some 
respects, while they differ in others. 
You must see them both, if only to 
form an idea of Rubens' rich and 
universal genius, of his miraculous 
ability to create not only enormous 
mythological and allegorical composi
tions with opulent goddesses, virile 
warriors, plump rosy children, foaming 
horses, but also moving religious 
scenes, intimate and tenderly felt por
traits and landscapes full of poetry. It 
is fascinating to compare, for instance, 
the youthful newly-wed Rubens (with 
his first wife, the lovely naive Isabella 
Brant), with the much more austere, 
disillusioned, aristocratic later self-por
trait of the Vienna collection. His pupil 
Van Dyck is equally well represented 
in both exhibitions as the elegant and 
distinguished portraitist he first and 
foremost was. 

Vienna's glory are the numerous, 
really overwhelming Tintorettos, among 
them the incredibly beautiful "Susanna" 

with the radiant light against the 
tapestry background ; then there are 
three Rembrandt self-portraits and the 
picture of his son Titus reading ; the 
Spanish Royal children by Velasquez, 
lovely sad bewildered little creatures in 
their stately apparel. Vienna has many 
more Titians than Munich, 14 alto
gether, a splendid survey of his life 

JUPITER and lO. Jupiter came in all sorts 
of disguises to the women he loved: to Leda 
as a swan, to Danae as a rain of gold, and 
to lO as a cloud. Painted by Corregio about 
1530 it has been in possession of the 
Habsburg family since 1603. To be seen at 

the Tate Gallery. 
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work, from the early '"Madonna with 
the cherries" to the late "Nymph and 
shepherd" including the strong portrait 
of Pope Paul III and a number of 
masterly portraits of men and women. 

A rare treasure is Vermeer's "The 
Artist in his Studio," with the model 
clad in his most luminous beloved 
blue. Only two of the Vienna museum's 
famous Breughels could be brought 
here, "The Birdsnester" and the "Storm 
at Sea," the latter a wonderful fairy
tale, the former perhaps not the most 
characteristic example of this master's 
uncanny unmistakable genius. 

The room of the Italian and Spanish 
seventeenth-century painters one used to 
call "decadents" contains several gems: 
Ribera's "Christ among the Doctors," 
"The Supper at Fmmaus" by the 
Neapolitan Master, vivid in colour and 
expression, the monumental "Madonna 
of the Rosaries" by Caravaggio, and 
Guido Reni's soft and harmonious 
"Baptism of Christ". 

Vienna's rich collection of Dutch and 
Flemish still-lifcs is only represented 
by two exquisite pieces here : Beyeren's 
oysters, lemons and goblets, and the 
charming colourful bunch of flowers by 
Jan Breughel the Elder. 

This is a very sketchy and incomplete 
survey of the Vienna pictures, and I 
can only touch en passant the other trea
sures, tapestries, bronzes, ivories, and 
jewellery vessels cut from semi-pre:ious 
stones. Two of the French 16th-
century tapestries stirred my imagina
tion : Benvenuto Cellini's famous 
golden salt cellar looks garish, before 
you notice the superb modelling of the 
two main bodies and the numerous 
fine details of unbelievable craftsman
ship, but the Burgundy Court goblet is 
wholly admirable in form material and 
decoration. Among the ivories the 1Xth-
century relief "St. Gregory with three 
scribes" is a miracle of expression and 
skill, even if one forgets that it dates 
back almost to the time of Charle
magne. 

One visit to the Tate is of course 

quite insufficient for seeing, let alone 
appreciating, the innumerable beauties 
of this exhibition. The same goes for 
the much smaller Pinakothek show, 
which consists solely of pictures. 

The Rembrandt " Passion of Christ '" 
cycle alone deserves to be studied with 
religious intensity. Rembrandt's famous 
light which radiates round the figure of 
Christ is not golden but cold, white and 
mysterious in these six almost frighten-
ingly beautiful small-sized pictures. 

I have already mentioned part of the 
Rubens. The bridal and the maternal 
Heline Fourment as well as his masterly 
portraits will surely appeal to you even 
if you are out of sympathy with his 
large mythological canvases. The two 
Munich Breughcls, " The Land of 
Cockayne," and the profile of an old 
hag are in my opinion better and more 
characteristic examples of this artist's 
satirical and diabolic vein than the 
Vienna pictures. Goya's scenes of 
human cruelty look as if they might 
have been painted 100 years ahead of 
his century. 

Titian's portrait of Charles V, in 
sinister black, with the striking contrast 
of the scarlet carpet, is, perhaps, the most 
fascinating of all his portraits in this 
collection. Two exceedingly beautiful 
Tintorettos round oil" the impression 
gained in the Tate of this master's 
astonishing work. The same can be 
said of the Van Dycks and the Flemish 
artists Stcen and Brouvver. 

I just want to point out a few of the 
most precious early masterpieces : 
Grunewald's passionately felt and ren
dered " Outraged Christ," Hans Bal-
dung Grien's lovable " Nativity " and 
"Music", and the charming and poetical 
"Birth of the Virgin" by Altdorfer. 

These are of course entirely personal 
and subjective choices and you may be 
impressed by different masterpieces. 
But it is quite unthinkable that you 
should not be impressed and enriched 
by these two great and wonderful 
collections of art. 

Lucien L. Lowen 
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PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN by Lorenzo Lotto. 
Painted about 1505. A splendid example of portraiture of 
the Venetian School, now to be seen at the Tate Gallery. 

The Arts Council have kindly offered to provide expert guidance to any J. S. parties 
who are interested and who intend visiting the exhibitions. Arrangements can be 

made through the S.S.A. office at Blackfriars. 
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The Arts and Crafts Exhibition 
IT was a happy group that met together 
on the Friday before Easter, in the 
Training Centre with a view to setting 
out yet another grand collection of 
ytork. Our Secretary.had started us on 
some excellent sandwiches and coffee, 
and after that welcome refreshment, 
work really started. Several worthy 
volunteers swiftly removed lockers, 
chairs and all unnecessary articles from 
the centre, and with the aid of yards of 
hessian loaned by our good friends in 
the Housekeeping Department the coun
ter and walls were very soon trans
formed. 

Then came the unpacking! One could 
have spent hours admiring the beauti
ful work, but as time was slipping by 
we had to get on. Well, after numerous 
attempts at setting out the exhibits to 
their best advantage, we finally managed 
to produce what the judges described 
as "a well-finished show." Wall plaques, 
vases and ceramics were loaned by Mr. 
Weller and other friends, and with 
flowers in mind we considered the 
setting real " J.S. style." 

The Tuesday after Easter we found 
to our great satisfaction about another 
30 parcels had arrived, so lunch time 
found us re-arranging and putting the 

final touches ready for the judges. 
They arrived at 6.30 p.m. and were 
entertained with light refreshments in 
the canteen. We then escorted them to 
the Exhibition. We were quick to see 
their appreciation of the work, and Miss 
Naomi Russell, F.R.S.A., who judged 
last year, remarked how much improved 
was the work. Mr. A. E. Halliwell, 
A.R.C.A., judged the Photograph, 
Painting and Drawing section, Miss 
Russell and Mrs. D. I. Halliwell the 
needlework, knitting, crochet, rugs, 
leatherwork, and miscellaneous sec
tions, and Mr. J. H. Brandt the Wood
work section, which unfortunately was 
a much smaller section than we had 
anticipated. It took the judges some 
time to decide on the winners and great 
pains to provide themselves with all 
relevant details such as the originality, 
the finishing, and good use of materials. 
They concluded by saying how much 
they had enjoyed their visit and hoped to 
have similar pleasure again next year. 

On Wednesday, unfortunately, the 
photographer arrived before the flowers, 
but for those who did not have the 
pleasure of seeing the Exhibition we 
think the photographs will give you 
some idea of the show. The Works and 
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H A N D I C R A F T 
EXHIBITIOIV 

Three small sections of 
the Exhibition. 
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Engineers Departments helped us by 
staging a practical exhibit and many 
" tips " were passed on by demonstra
tions by some of these stalwart experts. 
Many thanks are due to their efforts. 
We were also fortunate in getting our 
supplier of craft materials to come along 
and bring a fine show of every kind of 
material and accessory one could 
possibly wish for. So when you are 
thinking of next year's show please 
remember we may be able to help you. 

The opening of the Exhibition was at 
one o'clock on Wednesday—Mr. Alan 
Sainsbury being our first visitor, he 
took a keen interest in everything, and 
expressed his appreciation of the work. 
Mr. John and Mr. N. C. Turner were 
also among the visitors that day. 

Thursday brought a steady crowd, 
also a coach from Cambridge with its 
enthusiastic members, who for the 
second year took a good share of the 
prizes. 

Saturday was quiet, probably due to 
the football match at Dulwich, but Mr. 
and Mrs. Gurr found time to call in. 
Sunday we opened punctually at eleven 

but as sweets were de-rationed that day 
one could hardly expect a crowd so 
early, but by lunch time something like 
30 or 40 visitors had been to see us. 
Lunch was served in the canteen by 
Miss Goggin—a very excellent meal too 
—and having refreshed ourselves we 
were all ready to receive the rush of the 
afternoon. It turned out to be a grand 
reunion ; there were past and present 
members from branches, Superinten
dents, District Supervisors, Grocery 
Supervisors, and it was indeed most 
gratifying to the Committee to welcome 
them all. The show, though smaller in 
number of exhibits, than last year, was a 
grand success and the Committee would 
like to thank all who kindly helped. 

We have one housekeeper on the 
committee and should welcome any 
new members for the coming year. 
May we also mention that Messrs. 
Handicraft Suppliers are looking for
ward to orders ready for entries for 
our third show, so do please start now 
and let us have at least one entry form 
from each branch. 

E. B. 

66It pays to Advertise" 
A New S.S.A. Publication 

WITH this maxim in mind the management committee of the S.S.A. 
decided to prepare a brochure to be used as an aid to recruitment. 
This is now in the hands of the printers ; distribution will commence 
within the next week or so. We feel sure that there are still a large 
number of staff who do not realise just how much is being offered 
for 6d. per week—it really is outstanding value. 

The booklet printed like the Journal—in two colours, is freely illus
trated with photographs and thumbnail sketches and will, we hope, be 
one of the means of adding several hundred new members to the 
Association. 

Wives and Husbands of members of the staff are eligible for mem
bership of the S.S.A. ; they may partake in all activities including full 
use of the many sporting facilities available. 
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K I T C H E N 
C O U N S E L 

Summer Dishes 
MENU-PLANNING is one of the 
most difficult tasks devolving upon 
the housewife in these days of high 
prices, shortages, rationing and queue-
ing. How to make a dainty, appetising 
meal out of scraps, how to tempt the 

Individual Lettuce Heart 
and Grapefruit Salad 

Ingredients 
Small heart lettuce 
6 dates 
1 grapefruit 
Chopped nuts 
Mayonnaise 

Method 
1. We must have small, young lettuces but 

they should be " full," with plenty of crisp 
heart. 

2. Remove all outside leaves, keeping only 
the really tender crisp insides and cut away 
as much of the stalk from the bottom as 
possible, so that the lettuces will stand 
comfortably on a plate without toppling 
over. Wash them carefully and shake until 
quite dry. 

3. Peel grapefruit and divide half the fruit 
into sections, place in flower formation in 
centre of lettuce. 

4. Squeeze the juice from the remaining half 
of grapefruit. 

5. Cut dates in half, removing stones and 
place among the leaves of lettuce. 

6. Sprinkle with chopped nuts. 
7. Serve with mayonnaise to which an equal 

portion of grapefruit juice has been added. 
Note.—If more than one salad is being 
served, a tin of grapefruit juice can be used 
to make dressing. Alternatively, 1 tin of 
grapefruit is sufficient for 4 salads. 

palate with second-best commodities 
cause many anxious moments. 

Below are- a few recipes which will 
solve the problem of serving something 
inexpensive with ingredients which are 
easily obtainable just now. 

Queen of Puddings 
Ingredients 

1 pt. milk 
4 ozs. white breadcrumbs 
1J ozs. sugar 
2 ozs. butter 
Strip of lemon rind 
2 eggs 
2 tablespoonfuls jam 

Method 
1. Put milk and lemon rind into a saucepan 

and bring to the boil. 

2. Place breadcrumbs, butter and sugar into a 
bowl, pour over boiling milk. Allow to 
stand covered for 10 minutes. 

3. Add yolks of eggs and place in a pie dish 
and bake in a moderate oven until set. 

4. Spread over warmed jam and cover with 
meringue made from whites of eggs. 

5. Return to oven, reduced to low temperature 
until meringue is set. 

To make the meringue for the Queen of 
Puddings, add pinch of salt to whites of eggs 
and whisk until stiff. Leave in a draught to 
rise. Fold in 1 oz. of sugar to each egg white 
used. Cover top of pudding. 

To test stiffness it should be possible to 
turn the bowl containing the meringue upside -
down. 
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Custard Cream 
Ingredients 

1 pt. milk 
2 eggs 
1 oz. Selsa gelatine 
$ oz. sugar 
Flavouring to taste 

Method 
Heat the milk in a double saucepan. 
Dissolve the gelatine in a tablespoonful 

of hot water. Add to the milk. 
Beat the eggs and add to the milk with 

the sugar. Cook until thick but do not boil. 
Add flavouring to taste. 
Pour into a wetted mould and allow to set. 

If you want to feel happy in your 
clothes as long as they last, start looking 
after them properly from the very 
beginning. Don't throw your things 
down in a heap when you take them off. 
When they are still warm the material 
will crease. Hang them on hangers, 
making sure that the hangers are wide 
enough. A hanger that is too narrow 
will ruin the shape of the shoulder and 
may even make a hole. Well-padded 
hangers, please. Do up all the fasten
ings ; this helps them to keep their 
shape. And see that the shoulders are 
even on the hanger, and not falling off 
to one side ! 

When pressing clothes, or indeed any 
fabric, plenty of clean press cloths are 
necessary. Test the iron on a small 
corner of the material to see how much 
heat is right. Always press on the wrong 
side : then you won't risk' getting a 
shine. 

GLOVES 
Frequent washing prolongs the life 

of washable gloves. Keep suede gloves 
fresh by daily brushing with a soft 
brush. Help your skin gloves keep their 
shape by gently pulling out the fingers 
when you take them off. Never roll 

Household Hints 
Here are a few tips on cleaning which readers 

may find useful. 
CHINA. Should be washed with soap and 
water, without soda. ' Teastains can be re
moved by rubbing with damp salt or powdered 
whiting. Never pour boiling water over china. 
COFFEE-POTS should be cleaned by rinsing 
with salt, or washing with hot soapsuds. 
FRYING-PANS can be cleaned by soaking 
for five minutes in ammonia and water. 
MIRRORS. To clean mirrors, remove fly-
stains and smoke marks with a sponge. Dust 
with fine-sifted whiting, and polish with an 
old silk handkerchief. A pad of tissue-paper 
sprinkled with methylated spirit is also helpful. 

them into a ball. And finally important, 
tugs are fatal so fingers first and thumb 
last. Train yourself to get into your 
gloves the proper way ! 

STOCKING CARE 
If you have been lucky enough to 

get a pair of nylons, wash them after 
each day's wear. This, of course, is a 
practice you should keep up no matter 
what stockings you may be wearing. 
When not in use, slip your stockings 
into the little " Cellophane " bag you 
got when you made your purchase. 
See that your suspenders are long 
enough. Adjust the elastic so that there 
is no strain on the stocking. 

Poise 
The woman who has gained poise 

is indeed to be envied for she will 
always be noticed and always the 
centre of attraction. 

To help carry to-day's clothes your 
motto should be tummy in, chin up ! 
There are times when a glance at our
selves in the mirror might give us a 
mental shock—so let us prime ourselves 
to remember, and act on this motto. 

Clothes Care 
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from Motor Engineers' Dept. 
CHRISTINE SNOWDEN 

Age : I year 4 months 

from Bedford Branch 
VALERIE ANN FOWLER 

Age : 8 months 

OUR BABIE* 
We are very pleased indeed to present to you 
our selection of prize-winning photographs. 

from Chief Accountant's Office 
MICHAEL D. COOPER 

Age : 7J months 

from Ballards Lane Branch 
LYNETTE BARRETT 
Ags : 1 year 6 months 



Introducing Christopher Hog Jordan 

Age : 1 year 11 months 



Our Prize Baby 
Photograph submitted by Mr. H.E.Jordan, 
24, St. James's Street, Brighton, Sussex. 



from 15, Epsom Branch 
GILLIAN BARBARA HERRIDGE 

Age : 1 year 4 months 

from Sales Office 
LINDA HOWELL 
Age : 5J months 

As we received nearly a hundred photograph 

readers will appreciate the task which confronted 

the Selection Committee. 
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from Farnham Branch 
KENNETH ALFRED COX 

Age : 6J months 

from Record Section 
JANET ANNE ALLWRIGHT 

Age : 1 year 



/ can just remember 
BY ALFRED* 

THOSE of us who often refer to the 
"good old days" may reflect sometimes 
thereupon and come to the conclusion 
that this was a misnomer so far as 
working conditions were concerned, but 
they were good if we reckon them as 
being happy days. 

When I first joined J.S. as a lad 
45 years ago (Friday nights and Satur
days when I was 12 years of age, and 
then full time at 14 prompt), our hours 
were from 7.30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Fridays 
10 p.m. and Saturdays 11 p.m., with a 
half day in mid-week from 2 p.m. 74 
hours per week in all. The hours worked 
now are "office hours" in comparison. 

Undoubtedly the emancipation of the 
shop worker was long overdue when it 
arrived by wartime conditions, but 
they were happy days, most probably 
no doubt due to the fact that we did 
not know of the boredom of leisure 
(we had so little) which is a symptom 
of present-day feelings of unhappiness. 

How joyfully we paid our penny per 
week to the "early closing association" 
and with what exultation we antici
pated, and then after many months 
realised a reduction of a half hour, 
9 p.m. to 8.30 p.m. on three days of 
the week. 

I was only with the Firm for five 
years, leaving just after I was 17, but 
those five years were just crammed 
with happy and profitable moments, 
happy because of the many associations 
one made, and profitable because the 
hard schooling disciplined me for the 
days to follow. 

Although only the tesselated marble 
floor remains of the shop wherein I 

spent my happy days (14, Cranbrook 
Road) every time I pass the spot 
evinces happy memories, and although 
I hold now a high executive position in 
Ilford with the Firm that takes its name 
from the town, I am never ashamed to 
remark that "once upon a time I went 
down on my hands and knees and scrub
bed that floor," this often after the 
shop was closed for the evening, or 
before it opened in the morning. 

I have ever since admired the cleanli
ness of all J.S. shops, the tiled walls, 
the marble counters, the wood block 
flooring behind the counters, and it is 
perhaps because I was told that "clean
liness is next to godliness" that I have 
always realised how godly, or goodly 
if you like, are all our shops. 

I must admit that I preferred scrub
bing the middle floor of tiles made 
muddy by customers' treads than 
behind the counters made greasy with 
bacon, ham, and butter mishaps. 

And then, after pushing a barrow 
around for many miles daily, I was 
given the job of tying up orders, and 
then serving behind the counter. 

I well remember the Manager, Mr. 
Barnard, saying to me when I left 
school"wouldn't you like to be acheese-
monger ? " and as I thought that meant 
serving behind the cheese counter and 
being a cheese taster as well as a 
cheese monger I said "Yes, I think I 
would," but I didn't know I had to do 
the dirty menial jobs before this 
materialised. 

But I had some delightful customers 
on my round and I still meet, along 
Cranbrook Road or on the bus, two 

*Alfred is the pseudonym of Mr. Haynes, who is now a senior executive of Ilford Ltd. 
the photographic specialists. Readers will no doubt be interested to learn that his brother, 

Mr. W. G. Haynes, recently retired after 44 years with J.S. 
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or three who knew me as a boy, and 
one especially who always had a cup of 
tea ready for me when I arrived—bless 
her ! She must be nearly 80, but she 
always has a smile and I still remember 
—Happy Days. 

I expect many old pensioners will 
remember when we first sold lamb, 
fore quarters at 5Jd. per lb., and hind 
quarters at 8id., shoulders 8^d. and 
legs 9^d. I could cut a shoulder out 
of a fore quarter at 16 years of age like 
a veteran and explain to a hesitant 
customer that if she took the whole 
piece—a forequarter would average 
8 lb. at 5£d.—3/8, and not just a larger 
shoulder which she ordered, say 5 lbs. 
at 8^d.—3/6^, she would get the target 
—best end for roasting, scrag for boiling 
—for Hd. ; incredible but perfectly 
true. 

Also we would keep it in cold store 
for her until the middle of next week, 
for collecting or for delivery. 

I wonder how many boys of 15 or 16 
these days would like to be up at 5.30, 
catch the 6.6 train to Liverpool Street, 
walk all along Queen Victoria Street 
over Blackfriars Bridge to Stamford 
Street (the buses "Waterloo to Liver
pool Street" didn't start until 7). 
Collect a hamper df chickens, 6 or 8, 
and 28 lb. of Ostend rabbits, and walk 
over the bridge to the foot of Queen 

Victoria Street because that was the 
beginning of the penny ride—only a 
penny I hear you say, but I did it 
because I should have had to pay that 
out of my own pocket, and threepence 
a week was my pocket money then. 

Happy days you query ? Yes, I still 
say Yes ! Happy because they were 
contented days. I don't know who it 
was who actually said it, but it is true, 
isn't it ? " Contentment is the best of 
riches." 

Shortly after these days we had a 
new manager, a man I thought too 
young to be a manager, but he appar
ently took to me, I certainly took to 
him, and shortly afterwards I was taken 
"off the road," and given my chance 
behind the counter, my dream had 
come true, I tasted the cheese and I 
also tasted the ham (when after a few 
months I helped on the ham counter), 
and the pressed beef and the tongue, 
and the Danish butter, and wasn't it 
good ? I should say so. 

I then became second hand on the 
bacon counter and well remember 
boning the sides of bacon for the old 
type Of bacon machine, and then when 
the newer type came in—cutting up six 
or more sides—streaks and backs— 
before I went to breakfast at 8.15. 

It was owing to my ability to add up 
quickly that I was asked to serve 
behind the butter counter, because 
there we served jams and tinned fruits, 
potted pastes, sugar and tea, whereas 
the other counters concentrated more 
or less on the one article, although the 
bacon counter always dealt with the 
Ostend rabbits, 8^d. per lb. 

And what a variety of poultry and 
game we used to supply in those days, 
Grey hen, capercailzie, plover, ptarmi
gan, pheasants, hares, and of course 
the inevitable turkey at Christmas time, 
and hundreds of them, in addition to 
the delightful Surrey chickens—not 
to mention imported birds. 

Before I left I was able to pluck and 
truss mostly all the foregoing feathered 
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beings and skin the hares and rabbits, 
the latter in extra quick time while 
customers waited. 

I am often reminded of the cheapness 
of eggs ; 20 for 1/- for cooking (even 
up to 24 ditto for extra small imported 
ones if I remember), but it is when they 
were 14 for a shilling or four for three
pence halfpenny which brings back 
happy memories even to-day. I was an 
egg boy then and had to come into the 
shop every time with the money, 6d. 
right, 1/- right, 1/6 right, etc., hence if I 
sold 4 for 3 id. and the customer gave 
me 6d. I would shout out " three and a 
half, six " ! 

And yes, strange but true, even in 
Ilford to-day there is an old colleague, 
who, if I should meet and say "three and 
a half, six," his face will light up and 
we will be like the old Chelsea Pen
sioners telling over again our experiences 
and reminiscences. " Do you remem
ber " ? and then we would go off on 
some interesting incident and be boys 
again—Happy Days, rather ! 

I tell all the young lads at 34 that I 

was there on the first Saturday the 
shop was opened as a Butcher's (the 
first one in Ilford), and I gave every 
customer a new penny back for every 
shilling spent, this because I was 
helping in the cash desk. I eventually 
helped them to form their new set of 
account books and was commended by 
Mr. Coster who I was told was Chief 
Accountant in those days. 

I was sorry I did not stay on and 
disappointed Mr. John who had intro
duced me to Mr. Arthur as one of the 
most promising lads in his area, and 
when I left I sent a letter to Mr. John 
asking him to forgive me if I had let 
him down. 

Incidentally the man whom I thought 
was too young to be a manager was 
none other than Mr. S. E. Smith. Who 
knows—if I had stayed on I might have 
become one of his second lieutenants or 
even his adjutant ! This of course is 
pure conjecture, but one thing I know 
and can say of a certainty, my affection 
and esteem has remained undiminished 
throughout 40 years to this day. 
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Suwner 
is i<g{tit<>n in fi$T 

We are much indebted to Miss A. Angus Ritchie of Messrs. Courtaulds Ltd. 
for this contribution. 

THIS, the first coupon-free period for 
years, will see the latest models 
modified to English tastes, during 
Britain's biggest fashion parade to be 
staged in London. Manufacturers of 
clothes, fabrics and accessories will 
be taking part, as well as model gown 
houses. Garments are judged on 
their merits for fashion, value and 
design. A collection usually represents 
a cross-section of the making-up trade. 
Models include day and evening gowns, 
day dresses, suits, coats and other 
garments. Each model shown is accom
panied by suitable accessories such as 
hat, shoes, handbag, gloves, stockings, 
as well as jewellery and, with some 
outfits, furs. 

Sophisticated, yet simple, is the feeling 
about the new fashions. Exaggerations 
have simmered down somewhat to a 
very pleasing line. Skirts of dresses 
and suits are certainly longer, some very 
full, others pencil-slim. In the fashion 
world to-day the side drape is preferred 
by those who wish to emphasise slender 
lines, also slender figures can take 
drapes round the hip and bosom, and 
a fabric most suited to this style would 
be jersey or moss crepe. Day dresses 
have the new look given them by a 
back interest of a floating panel—or 
even panels—a style which is elegant 

and suits all age groups. The height of 
the skirt from the ground and details 
of waist and neckline are all important 
in the newest up-to-the-minute look. A 
skirt length which is becoming to the 
individual concerned should be chosen. 
It is always wise when being fitted for 
the skirt of a suit or dress to fit the 
jacket or dress top in position to get 
the general effect of balance. Most 
skirts have got to mid-calf or 12 inches 
from the ground, but a swirling skirt 
can often be worn a trifle longer, say, 
than a pencil slim tailored skirt, but 
again this depends on the individual 
and style chosen. 

Little "fly-away" jackets give a gay 
and perky look to those with height. 
Also, to give the correct balance to an 
ensemble, which includes the jacket 
with the swing back, a skirt should be 
pencil slim. The girl with rather less 
height can wear the fuller skirt with 
ease and grace and the combination 
could well be a snug fitting bodice which 
gives a tiny waist effect. The " little 
jacket" with the nipped-in waist has 
caught on, especially with the younger 
set. By the way, foundation fashion 
designers claim that the waist line can 
be reduced two inches if the foundation 
garment. is the right one for your 
figure and well chosen ! 
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Right: 

This cool and fresh 
Model is inexpensive 
embroidered linen. 

A jaunty "fly away" 
plaid jacket, right to 
wear with a pencil 
slim skirt. 

Models by Brilkie 

Photographs by 
Chahner Woods 



Spun rayon is the fabric which goes to 
make-up this striped model. 

Holiday Beachwear of woven striped spun 
rayon—blouse, shorts and skirt. 

Evening Fashions. 
Modern evening fashions are really 

charming. The dainty fitted bodices, 
the full skirts and the general effect of 
lightness and grace which designers are 
introducing into their models make 
them very fetching wear, especially for 
the younger generation. Tie silks— 
sprigged and spotted—will be to the 
fore and possibly be in competition with 
prints. All these fabrics are particularly 
suitable for bouffant ball gowns. Lovely 
woven brocades have staged a real 
come-back. Crisp chiffons, organdies, 
voiles and laces are also back. 

Crisp and Coloured Taffetas. 
Those of you who have longed to 

possess a wide skirted dress made from 
fabric which would almost stand up by 
itself would do well to choose one of 
the rayon taffetas, poults, moires or 
grosgrains. Many of these fabrics 
may also be had in printed designs which 
will be an exceptional luxury for the 
Modern Miss after long years of auster
ity, and a number of these fabrics are 
used in the styling of afternoon and 
billowing evening dresses. Plaid taffetas 
too are favoured by some dress designers 
for an entire afternoon outfit. Others 
trim a plain taffeta dress with tartan 
sashes which are bunched at the back 
in enormous bows. Drapes cascading 
from the waist give a hip or side interest 
especially when the wearer makes a 
movement. There are stylists who give 
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An attractive printed rayon crepe dress, 
suitable for many occasions. 

emphasis to the facing of an accom
panying jacket or coatee by using plaid 
taffetas for some form of trimming, 
while the hem of the dress is often 
trimmed with these bright and cheerful 
plaids. Sometimes the basque of the 
new tunic frock is lined with one of the 
latest plaid taffetas. The taffeta fabric 
has the desired characteristic which 
helps the basque to stand out to give 
the right fluted or peplum effect so 
suitable for the slim figure. 

Petticoats also may now be made up 
in taffeta, some of these foundations 
being mounted on a petersham waist
band. These petti's are designed with 
fullness for freedom when dancing, and 
may be finished with a full six inch deep 
ruffle. The swishing and rustling of 

A striped rayon dress with a becoming 
up-to-the-minute neckline. 

these petticoats are reminiscent of 
Grandma's day. 

New Neckline. 
The new neckline is a feature of 

summer styles. The line of day dresses 
is most revealing. Perhaps more daring 
than we have seen for a long time. 
Fringed end scarves made of heavy 
but supple satin are the latest fashion 
fancy for day wear, and there is a 
variety of dainty but long stoles to be 
worn with the new deep decolletee. 
These stoles are made of ninon and 
other featherweight fabrics. 

Tailor Mades. 
In black or another plain dark colour 

a well-cut suit is the thing that the most 
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up-to-the-minute woman can wear for 
any occasion and knows she is well 
dressed. Your choice of a blouse is 
important too. Never wear a fussy 
blouse with a tweed suit. Fussy things 
should only be worn with a plain 
tailored non-patterned suit. 

Accessories. 
Fashion does not only mean clothes 

and how you wear them, but all im
portant are the things that go to make 
up your personality and added together 
make YOU. Accessories are the high
light of any wardrobe and give a 
background to us as individuals. Such 
things as a handbag, umbrella, gloves, 
hat, shoes and even a scarf build up an 
outfit and help us ring the changes from 
time to time. Umbrellas, gayer than 
ever, are a joy to own and give that 
finish and complete look to an outfit. 

By clever buying and careful choosing 
a great kick will be got out of your effort 
to build up a new outfit with new 
accessories tipped off with new clips or 
neck ornaments. 

Colour. 
Fashion favours soft tones for the 

present. Three shades of grey made an 
unusually smart ensemble shown at a 
recent fashion parade. Oyster-coloured 
rayon crepe also was featured, and 
though black rayon crepe flatters the 
older woman, often bold prints are used 
for the top of the dress if a short jacket 
or bolero completes the ensemble. 
The countryside colours such as greys 
and greens, smoky blues and rich earthy 
browns are all to be found among 
fabric collections. 

A full array of colour, of rich, 
beautiful fabrics were on show at the 
recent British Industries Fair. Tweeds, 
lovely in their mixtures. The texture of 
the velvets and velvet cords with their 
thick silky pile were more than attractive 
to the eye. Nylon shades were presented 
in a spectrum of colour in a variety of 
materials. Rayon fabrics, the most 
popular in use to-day, since rayon is so 

versatile, were displayed in plain and 
woven designs as well as in a wide range 
of prints of every hue. 

Holiday Kit. 
Women of to-day are as particular 

about their swim suits and beach wear 
as they are of other items of their holiday 
kit. Whether the one-piece bather or 
the two-piece mid-riff is preferred. 
Glamour is to be found where "well 
dressed" women go down to the sea. 
Gossamer-fine, but strong to wear are 
the swim suits of present-day fashion. 
When buying in readiness for the 
holiday dip see that the "bra" is well 
built. Some have an inner "bra" built 
into the suit, this is particularly kind to 
the figure. The younger-set can wear 
the two-piece suit to advantage, many 
are made from printed fabrics of cotton, 
rayon and nylon, they lend gaietv and 
colour to the occasion. 

This nightdress in Nylon Tricot can be washed 
and dried in a moment and needs no ironing. 

Photograph by Peter Clark 
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OH! I DO LIKE 
to be beside the Seaside 

I HEAVED a sigh of relief as I said 
" Cheerio " to the chaps in the office. 
A fortnight's rest, fourteen days in 
which to lie in bed a little longer in the 
morning, two weeks in which to recline 
at ease in a deckchair on the beach, 
lazily watching the craft appearing and 
disappearing on the horizon and the 
murmuring of the waves, which would 
lull me into a nice state of coma. 

I arrived home, to find a mountain 
of clothes, piled on chairs, tables, floor 
and suspended from the ceiling on one 
of those clothes airers that squeaks 
with such a nerve-racking shrill every 
time it is lowered or lifted. The wife 
greeted me brightly with the remark : 
"Ah, here you are. Perhaps we had 
better pack everything before you have 
your tea." I rather reluctantly agreed, 
as I was very thirsty after being packed 
sardine-like with fifteen others in a 
railway carriage made to hold eight. 
Suitcases were crammed full of Johnny's 
things, my other suit, and hundred and 
one other articles, for which I could 
hazard no guess as to their ultimate 
use. Every time I tried to pack one of 
the wife's dresses, I was told " Leave 

that until last, as it might get creased." 
Ultimately, everything seemed to have 
been left "until last"—to be packed 
to-morrow morning—and with a con
tented sign I sat down to a much-
required meal. 

Next morning, or rather in the middle 
of the night (it was about 5.30 a.m.), 
Johnny (our five-year-old hopeful) 
woke us with shouts of " Will we 
go in a train, daddy ? " " Have you 
packed my bucket and spade, daddy ?" 
" Will mummy swim, daddy ? " and 
" Will you take your socks off when you 
paddle, daddy ? " I grunted several 
times, told him with varying degrees of 
impatience to try to go to sleep, and 
after several hundred more questions, I 
decided it was no use trying to sleep 
but to get up and make a cup of tea. 

Breakfast consisted of several trips 
to the window to see if the weather 
would hold, an anxious few minutes 
listening to the weather forecast from 
the wireless, trying to remember every
thing we required (where had I put my 
list ?), packing the things left out the 
night before, deciding to leave my old 
lop-sided tooth brush and buy a new 
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one "down there", and as a side-line 
eating toast and marmalade. The bacon 
ration had disappeared much earlier in 
the week. 

Eventually we got away. In a mood 
of wild extravagance, 1 had ordered a 
car to take us to the station. Johnny 
was put in the back seat, then he 
decided he wanted the front seat, 
" next to the driving gentleman," then 
luggage was packed on the seats, in 
front of the seats, and in the back, and 
the wife and 1 perched ourselves pre
cariously on top of it all. However we 
were on our way ! 

I had chosen an early holiday. 
Several thousand other people had 
obviously had the same thought. The 
platform was about five deep in most 
places, and at least twelve deep in 
others. The luggage was piled on the 
platform, at a spot where the crowds 
were not quite so dense, and there we 
formulated our plan. I would dive 
into the carriage when the train came in 
and get seats, and the wife would look 
after Johnny and the luggage. Most of 
the waiting time was spent in specu
lating how I could get through the rows 
in front, bringing Johnny back from 
various excursions, and rushing to the 
bookstall for papers and periodicals, 
hoping the train would not come in 
while I was gone. 

Eventually, there was a ripple among 
that huge crowd; the train was slowly 
puffing in. When it did enter the 
station, doors opened, people seemed 
to be falling out, others were lighting 
desperately to get in, and I rushed 
madly to the rear end of the train to 
find an entry, the train, as usual having 
stopped with the door many, many 
yards away from where we stood. 
After a struggle, feeling sure my clothes 
would be torn off me, when all my 
good manners seem to have departed, 
1 found myself in a carriage already 
crammed full and could have wept 
when I saw the smug, complacent looks 
of the people who had been fortunate 
enough to find seats. 

I walked from carriage to carriage, 
no seat anywhere ! Suddenly a voice ! 
recognised said " Daddy, here I am " 
and there was Johnny stretched full 
length on the whole side of a carriage 
seat. I could have hugged the little 
devil. 1 panted '" stay there while I 
find mummy" and rushed out again. 
After a frantic dash up and down, i 
located the wife, heaved the luggage in 

by the way she was in tears having 
thought she had lost Johnny for ever 
sat Johnny upright, and sank down 
luxuriously on the seats ourselves. 

Having found a seat, Johnny spent 
the rest of the journey running up and 
down (he must have almost walked to 
Hastings by the time we arrived there), 
eating sandwiches, having drinks and 
carrying on a most embarrassing com
mentary on everyone and everything 
he saw. 

We arrived at last, tired but happy. 
More extravagance ! A taxi to the 
boarding house. Johnny wanted to 
know why we couldn't have a taxi 
" every day daddy, to go t'ven'where." 
Why not indeed ! Shades of Stafford 
Cripps ! ! 

At the boarding house we were given 
a cup of tea and told the times of 
meals. Then changing rapidly into my 
ten-year-old grey flannels, newly cleaned 
for the occasion, my white canvas 
shoes, and carrying my wife's dorothy 
bag (containing "things we might 
want"), we sauntered down to the sea ! 

I took a deep breath, filling my lungs 
with the tang of sea air—lovely ! 
Johnny sprinted down to the beach-
" Can 1 make sand castles ? Can I 
have a donkey ride -Can I see the 
Punch and Judy Can I go in the 
water?" all with bated breath, racing 
backwards and forwards. 

We seated ourselves on two deck-
chairs I heard the wife's voice - I 
heard the voices around me, now a 
roar, now a mumble, now a murmur, 
gradually receding—I tilted my cap 
over my eyes . . . 
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He : Just to think I had to come to Bognor to find out 
you are my contact clerk! 
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Sports Day 
at the GRIFFIN 

Just two of the photographs of the happy crowd who spent Whit-Mondav at Dulwich. 
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Personnel 
Problems 

Your Quer ies 
Answered by 

"TRMBUNUS" 

Wages Council-
Retail Food, Trades 

THEREisstillnonews from the Minister 
of Labour and National Service on the 
operative date for the new regulations, 
and I feel it is better to postpone any 
detailed comment on them and on the 
firm's plans to meet them. To avoid 
any misunderstanding about press an
nouncements which may be made, I 
think it is worth while, however to 
point out that the wage rates paid by 
the firm are already more favourable 
than those proposed by the Wages 
Council. For example, the Wages 
Council propose £5 2s. as the wage for 
a qualified salesman aged 24 in the 
London area (£4 18s. outside London) 
and £3 15s. for a saleswoman aged 24 
in London (£3 lis. outside London). 

Annual Holidays 
I have been asked to call the attention 

of new members of the staff to the clause 
in the holiday scheme which states that 
annual holidays of one week or two 
weeks must run from Monday to 
Saturday. The firm knows, of course, 
that there are very good reasons why 
staff wish to begin their holiday on a 
Saturday (not least of which is the 
desire for an extra week-end !) It 
would, in fact, be impossible to operate 
the retail branches and most depart

ments at the depot, if two lots of staff 
were away on a given Saturday. The 
alternative of spreading out the holidays 
even further would be equally imprac
ticable. 

Unpaid Leave—National 
Insurance Contributions 

Whilst dealing with the problem of 
newcomers and holidays, it is perhaps 
opportune to refer to those who, in 
their first year on the firm, are being 
granted a certain amount of unpaid 
leave where they are not entitled to the 
full two weeks' holiday. For any com
plete week of unpaid leave (i.e. Monday 
to Saturday inclusive) an employee 
must purchase a National Insurance 
stamp at the Non-Employed con
tributor's rate and ensure that it is 
fixed to his Insurance Card for the 
appropriate week. Failure to do this 
may result in a reduced entitlement to 
benefits under the National Insurance 
Scheme. 

The foregoing does not, of course, 
apply to married women who have 
opted out of the main scheme, nor does 
it apply to staff who are receiving 
National Insurance Sick Benefit as the 
latter will receive credits for any weeks 
they are absent from work. 

Insurance of Personal Pro
perty—Branch Resident Staff 

Resident branch staff are reminded 
that the firm cannot accept responsi
bility for property, such as clothes or 
personal effects, which may be left in 
the hostel. It is recommended to staff 
that they should act as they would do 
if living at home or in private lodgings, 
that is to take out an insurance policy 
to protect them against loss from fire, 
theft, burglary, etc. It is possible to 
insure personal property to the value 
of £100 for 4/6 per annum, which is a 
very small outlay for the protection 
given. A special policy covering J.S. 
residents has been arranged with a well-
known Insurance Company, and details 
may be obtained from the Staff Depart
ment, Blackfriars. 
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The wise aid Owl 

I N F O B M A T I O N S E R V I C E 

Question. My wife is in rather poor 
health and as I have a small child, a 
girl aged three, at home, I find it very 
difficult to leave them each day. Domestic 
help seems too expensive for the ordinary 
person.—Is there anything you can 
suggest to help us ? A.B. 

Reply to A.B.—We suggest you 
inquire at the local Maternity and Child 
Welfare Clinic or at your local Public 
Health Offices for the address of the 
nearest Day Nursery. It may be pos
sible for arrangements to be made for 
you to leave the child there each morn
ing and to collect her each evening. 
The Medical Officer for the area may 
be able to arrange for a Home Help to 
assist your wife at a rate which you can 
afford to pay. Although these Helps 
are paid something like 2/- an hour by 

the local Authority, they are available 
to persons of limited means at a very 
much reduced rate. We hope these 
suggestions may be of assistance to 
you. 

Question. My father is contemplating 
making his Will and proposes to make 
me his Executor. Shall I be able to 
benefit (a) if I am an executor ; (2) if I 
witness the Will? R.A. 

Reply to R.A.—An Executor can 
benefit under a Will, but if you witness 
your father's signature you will be 
unable to benefit. The Will should be 
signed by your father in the presence 
of two witnesses (not beneficiaries) who 
will themselves sign the document as 
witnesses. All three must be present at 
the same time. 

A "Stop P r e s s " News Item-

The Scottish Farms 

At the Royal Highland Show held recently in Dundee our pedigree 
Aberdeen Angus Herd gained further successes. 

"Pinocchio of Gaidrew" sire of a number of this years' calves 
gained a 1st prize. " Jubra Er ic" a young bull was slightly less fortunate, 
being placed second in his class. 

The Aberdeen Angus Group prize was won by our trio, consisting of 
" Pinocchio of Gaidrew" (Bull), Prona's Pride (Cow), and Miss Burmony 
(Heifer). 

K.J.I,., Hopton St., S.E.I 
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Introducing Christopher Roy Jordan 
Age : 1 year 11 months 

Our Prize Rahy 
Photograph submitted by Mr. H. E. Jordan, 
24, St. James's Street, Brighton, Sussex. 


